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g.one and prateek make it to the supercomputer and remove all ra.one's memories. out of gratitude for g.one saving his life and for
wiping his memories, prateek decides to become a mute and become the perfect bahu. g.one and prateek are reunited, for both have
gained the full realization of the abilities of a sushruta and a shilpa shastra respectively. the duo discovers that ra.one's h.a.r.t. is on
earth and will wipe out the planet. g.one is impressed that g.one is not afraid of death, and prateek joins him in a vow to protect the
earth. both g.one and prateek return home to sanjay leela bhansalis bhoot. however, they are shocked to discover g.one's h.a.r.t. is

missing. meanwhile, josh and hj attempt to destroy ra.one by sucking out all his life force and energy. meanwhile, solanki brings
ra.one to the house of a magician. the magician makes a bootleg copy of ra.one. g.one and prateek are about to be taken to ra.one's

henchmen, except they are nabbed by an older ra.one (who is really g.one). g.one is shocked to discover that he is no longer mute. he
and prateek lock ra.one in a vault that g.one built. ra.one transforms into a horse and escapes, leaving a note saying that his powers
will be reborn on a full moon. prateek and g.one form a team to capture ra.one. the ra.one returns and unleashes his power on the

city. he is eventually captured by g.one and prateek. ra.one then realizes that he used h.a.r.t. on himself, thinking that if he used all of
its power, he would never be able to be taken by g. g.one and prateek take ra.one to ra.one's prison.
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